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Abstract
Parametric scalings of the intrinsic (spontaneous, with no external momentum
input) toroidal rotation observed on a large number of tokamaks have been combined
with an eye toward revealing the underlying mechanism(s) and extrapolation to
future devices. The intrinsic rotation velocity has been found to increase with
plasma stored energy or pressure in JET, Alcator C-Mod, Tore Supra, DIII-D,
JT-60U and TCV, and to decrease with increasing plasma current in some of these
cases. Use of dimensionless parameters has led to a roughly unified scaling with MA
∝ βN , although a variety of Mach numbers works fairly well; scalings of the intrinsic
rotation velocity with normalized gyro-radius or collisionality show no correlation.
Whether this suggests the predominant role of MHD phenomena such as ballooning
transport over turbulent processes in driving the rotation remains an open question.
For an ITER discharge with βN = 2.6, an intrinsic rotation Alfven Mach number of
MA ' 0.02 may be expected from the above deduced scaling, possibly high enough
to stabilize resistive wall modes without external momentum input.
I. Introduction and Background
Rotation and velocity shear play important roles in the transition to high con-
finement mode (H-mode) [1-5], in the formation of internal transport barriers (ITBs)
[6,7] and in suppression of resistive wall modes (RWMs) [8,9] in tokamak discharges.
In the current generation of tokamaks, rotation is usually provided by the exter-
nal momentum input from neutral beam injection. In future reactor-grade devices,
this may not be available due to the large machine sizes, high densities and the
limitations of beam current. For RWM stabilization in certain ITER operational
scenarii, it has been estimated that an Alfven Mach number MA = 0.02 will be
required [10,11], depending on the velocity profile and normalized pressure, βN . In
a particular ITER case with ne = 6.7 × 10
19/m3 and BT = 5.2 T, this corresponds
to a rotation speed of 200 km/s (30 kRad/s), and it remains an open question
whether this level of rotation will be generated from neutral beams. The intrinsic
(spontaneous) rotation observed in many tokamaks without external momentum
input may, however, provide the necessary velocity. Since the mechanism driving
intrinsic rotation is not well understood, and in order to anticipate the level of
rotation expected in ITER and other reactor devices, a database of observations
on several contemporary machines has been constructed. Intrinsic rotation in L-
mode plasmas is often found to be in the counter-current direction, and depends
very sensitively on the magnetic configuration [12-14] and in a complicated fash-
ion on other parameters, such as the density, plasma current and ion temperature
[13-16]. While the study of intrinsic rotation in L-mode discharges is of interest in
its own right (e.g. for its relation to the H-mode power threshold [13-14]), these
plasmas will not be considered here, since most ignition scenarii in future devices
require H-mode confinement. The intrinsic toroidal rotation in H-mode or in other
enhanced confinement regimes, which will be the main subject of this paper, is gen-
erally in the co-current direction. Co-current intrinsic rotation has been observed
on many devices and produced with a wide variety of techniques, demonstrating
its fundamental nature. Substantial rotation velocities have been obtained in ion
cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) heated plasmas on JET [17,18], Alcator C-
Mod [19,20,13] and Tore Supra [21-23]. Co-current rotation has been seen in Ohmic
H-mode discharges in COMPASS-D [24], Alcator C-Mod [20,25,26], DIII-D [27,28]
and TCV. Similarly, co-current rotation has been observed at the edge of electron
cyclotron heated (ECH) H-mode plasmas on DIII-D [27,28], on JT-60U [29] with
a combination of lower hybrid (LH) waves and ECH, and in TCV with core ECH
[30]. Velocities up to 130 km/s have been measured in H-mode plasmas, without
external momentum input. A common feature of all of these observations is a strong
correlation between the toroidal rotation velocity and the plasma pressure or stored
energy [17,19,20,25,26,31,22,23,28,29]. In experiments which can operate with a
large range of plasma current, the rotation velocity is found to be inversely propor-
tional to Ip [20,26,31,23,28]. The coefficient of this scaling is different on different
devices, and probably includes some machine size scaling information.
The goal of this paper is to examine and compare the scalings of intrinsic
rotation from individual devices in enhanced confinement regimes and to develop
a global scaling with dimensionless variables, with an eye toward extrapolation to
ITER and guiding a theoretical explanation. In the next section, observations of
intrinsic rotation on various tokamaks are summarized, in Section III, the results of
dimensionless scalings are presented and in Section IV the connection with theory
is outlined.
II. Summary of Instinsic Rotation Observations
Co-current spontaneous rotation during H-mode operation was first observed
in JET ICRF heated plasmas [17], where a strong correlation was found between the
local angular momentum density and the ion pressure for low Dα discharges (Fig.
10 of Ref.[17]). Intrinsic rotation velocities as high as 60 km/s (20 kRad/s) were
measured using passive x-ray spectroscopy. Spontaneous rotation in ICRF heated
H-mode plasmas has been studied extensively in Alcator C-Mod [19,20,31,32,13,33],
with velocities up to 130 km/s (200 kRad/s, thermal ion Mach number Mi = 0.3)
measured in discharges with no direct momentum input, also utilizing passive x-ray
spectroscopy. The main C-Mod results are summarized as follows: the rotation
during H-mode is in the co-current direction, changing direction, but remaining
co-current when the current direction is reversed. The change in the rotation veloc-
ity between L- and H-mode increases with the change in the plasma stored energy
during ICRF heating (Fig.1 of Ref.[20]) and decreases with the magnitude of the
plasma current (Fig.2 of Ref.[31]); the time history of the rotation velocity tracks the
time evolution of the plasma stored energy, Wp, and not the electron density or ion
temperature independently. The intrinsic rotation is seen to propagate in from the
plasma boundary following the H-mode transition, with a momentum confinement
time similar to the energy confinement time [32,13], and highly anomalous com-
pared to neo-classical theory. The rotation velocity profiles are flat in EDA H-mode
and centrally peaked in ELM-free H-mode, implying the presence of an inward mo-
mentum pinch in the latter case. In Tore Supra, strong co-current toroidal rotation,
with velocities reaching 80 km/s (35 kRad/s), has similarly been observed in ICRF
heated enhanced confinement regimes [21-23], also using passive x-ray spectroscopy.
A scaling similar to the C-Mod results, with the change in the rotation velocity in-
creasing with the change in the stored energy normalized to the plasma current,
has been observed (Fig.3 of Ref.[23]). In this case the slope of a line through the
data points is a little over a factor of two less than in C-Mod, and this presumably
contains some machine size scaling information. The best correlation of the intrinsic
rotation velocity in Tore Supra is with the ion pressure [21].
Co-current toroidal rotation in Ohmic H-mode discharges was first documented
in COMPASS-D [24]. Spontaneous rotation in Ohmic H-mode plasmas has been
studied extensively in C-Mod [25,26], and the observations are essentially identical
to those in ICRF H-modes in terms of the scaling with Wp/Ip (Fig.4 of Ref.[26] and
Fig.2 of Ref.[31]). This is suggestive of a common driving mechanism not involving
energetic ions [33]. Co-current intrinsic rotation during Ohmic H-modes has also
been observed in DIII-D [27,28] and TCV, using charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy, with heating neutral beam blips in the former case and a diagnostic
neutral beam in the latter. The rotation velocity profiles during Ohmic H-modes in
C-Mod and DIII-D are flat.
Co-current intrinsic rotation has also been observed in ECH discharges. In
DIII-D ECH H-modes [27,28], rotation velocities as high as 30 km/s (20 kRad/s) at
r/a = 0.8 have been measured. The profile shape depends on the ECH resonance
location, with hollow profiles occurring under on-axis heating; no velocity increase in
the plasma center over the L-mode background value is seen. Off-axis ECH leads to
relatively flat velocity profiles. Regardless of the resonance location, the maximum
co-current velocity increase is near r/a = 0.8. A scaling of the rotation velocity
near r/a = 0.8 as a function of the plasma stored energy normalized to the plasma
current in DIII-D ECH and Ohmic H-modes shows a very similar scaling (Fig.
3 of Ref.[28]) to those seen in C-Mod and Tore Supra, suggesting a fundamental
connection between observations of intrinsic rotation, regardless of the production
technique. A slightly better fit to the DIII-D data was found multiplying Wp/Ip
by Te(0)/Ti(0). The slope of the fit was lower than that found in C-Mod and Tore
Supra. Strong co-current intrinsic rotation, with velocities as high as 120 km/s
(35 kRad/s), has been observed in JT-60U plasmas with a combination of LH and
ECH [29], utilizing the very beginning of the heating neutral beam pulse. These
discharges were at low electron density (ne = 4 × 10
18/m3 and Te À Ti), had
electron temperature ITBs and exhibited slightly peaked velocity profiles. Similar
to the scalings described above, there was a strong correlation between the rotation
velocity and the electron pressure. Co-current spontaneous rotation has also been
observed in TCV ECH H-mode [30] plasmas, with velocities up to 35 km/s (40
kRad/s) at r/a ∼ 0.6 - 0.7.
The observations represented here are from diverse plasma conditions using a
variety of techniques (dominant ion heating, dominant electron heating, varying de-
grees of electron-ion coupling, different levels of toroidal field ripple, etc.), yet there
are remarkable similarities in the observations. The results of the intrinsic rotation
observations from the six different devices outlined above are summarized in Table
1. This represents a range of minor radius from 0.21 m (C-Mod) to 1.25 m (JET),
major radius from 0.67 m (C-Mod) to 3.4 m (JT-60U), toroidal magnetic field from
1.4 T (TCV) to 5.4 T (C-Mod) and plasma current from 0.3 MA (TCV) to 3.0 MA
(JET), covering roughly a factor of five in these parameters. The range of the maxi-
mum intrinsic rotation velocity observed varies from 30 km/s (20 kRad/s in DIII-D)
to 130 km/s (200 kRad/s in C-Mod), and stored energy from 0.04 MJ (TCV) to
4 MJ (JET). Obviously the stored energy has an important contribution from the
plasma volume. One goal of this paper is to predict the level of intrinsic rotation
expected in certain ITER operational schemes. In a first attempt to combine the
results from different devices, the scalings of the impurity toroidal rotation velocity
∆Vφ ∝ ∆Wp/Ip from C-Mod (Fig.2 of Ref.[31]), Tore Supra (Fig.3 of Ref.[23]) and
DIII-D (Fig.3 of Ref.[28]) have been reproduced on the same scale in Fig.1. While
the scalings are all similar, the best fit slopes are in the ratios of 100:43:7; this
presumably contains some machine size scaling information, and will be explored
in the next section.
III. Scalings of Intrinsic Rotation with Dimensionless Parameters
In order to unify the rotation measurements on all of these devices, the ap-
proach of utilizing dimensionless variables has been followed. For the rotation
velocity, several normalizations have been considered, including the ratio of the
impurity toroidal velocity to the ion thermal velocity, Mi ≡ Vφ/vi (where vi =√
Ti/mave ), and to the Alfven speed, MA ≡ Vφ/CA (where C
2
A ≈ B
2
T /µ0nemave,
with mave ≈ mi[1-(Zeff -1)/ZI ]
−1 and ZI is the charge of the dominant impurity
ion). The plasma stored energy (or pressure) normalized to the plasma current is
contained in the commonly used normalized plasma pressure, βN ≡ βT a BT /Ip,
with βT ≡ 2µ0<P>/BT
2 (<P> is the average pressure), the minor radius a in m,
the toroidal magnetic field BT in T and the plasma current Ip in MA. This is essen-
tially Wp/Ip with a geometric factor depending on the machine size and 1/BT . An
example of a dimensionless scaling is demonstrated in Fig.2 in which is shown the
ion thermal Mach number as a function of βN for the six machines C-Mod, DIII-D,
JT-60U, JET, TCV and Tore Supra [21]. Most of the points follow a similar trend,
with Mi increasing as βN , and all machines except JT-60U are overlain. In con-
trast to Fig.1, this suggests that the dimensionless approach unifies the results from
different machines. For JT-60U, these particular discharges were at low electron
density, had narrow ITBs, very low β and Te À Ti, so were quite different from
the plasmas on the other devices. The scaling with Alfven Mach number MA as
a function of βN is shown in Fig.3, which brings the points in a little tighter and
does a much better job incorporating JT-60U. This simple scaling brings all of the
various results from all devices into accord, on the same scale. Strictly speaking,
βN isn’t dimensionless (units of % Tm/MA) but can be made so by dividing by
µ0: βN
′
≡ βN/40pi is truly dimensionless. The same plot as Fig.3 but with βN
′ is
depicted in Fig.4, and the best fit through the data points has a slope of around 1.
Other dimensionless parameters related to transport have been considered for
the abscissa. Scalings of the Mach numbers with ρ*, the normalized gyro-radius,
shown in Figs.5 and 6, do not exhibit any clear trends, either for observations
on an individual device or for an inter-machine comparison. The square root of
the temperature contained in ρ* is roughly the same on all devices, so the different
machines are sorted in vertical strips in ρ* according to the minor radius and toroidal
magnetic field. This implies that the normalized gyro-radius is not important in
generating or regulating intrinsic rotation. For typical ITER operation, ρ* will be
in the neighborhood of 1.5 × 10−3, but since there is no predictive capability from
Figs.5 or 6, no estimate can be made for the expected level of rotation. Similarly,
scalings of the Mach numbers with the collisionality ν* fail to show any correlation,
as demonstrated in Figs.7 and 8. Again, the rotation velocities from the different
devices appear in vertical strips, and the implication is that collisionality is not a
relevant player in driving or governing intrinsic rotation.
Based on the general trend in Fig.2, a ion thermal Mach number Mi in the
neighborhood of 0.3 may be extrapolated for an ITER discharge with βN = 2.6,
and for Ti = 12 keV, this corresponds to an intrinsic rotation velocity of 250 km/s
or 40 kRad/s. For a conservative extrapolation of the scaling in Fig. 3, an Alfven
Mach number MA of 0.02 for an ITER discharge at βN = 2.6 would be reasonable,
probably high enough to stabilize RWMs [10].
IV. Comparison with Theory
Several approaches toward an explanation of the observed intrinsic/spontaneous
rotation have been undertaken. An obvious starting point would be a comparison
with the predictions of neo-classical theory. Using a moment formulation [34] in
conjunction with radial force balance, the impurity toroidal rotation has been de-
termined as a function of plasma parameters [35]:
Vφ =
1
Bθ
[
Er −
1
eni
∂Pi
∂r
+
(K1 +
3
2
K2)
e
∂Ti
∂r
]
(1).
Here Vφ is the impurity toroidal rotation velocity, Bθ is the poloidal magnetic
field, Er is the radial electric field, e is the electric charge, ni, Pi and Ti are the
ion density, pressure and temperature, respectively, and K1 and K2 are functions
of the viscosity matrix elements, inverse aspect ratio and the impurity strength
parameter, evaluated for all collisionality regimes in the appendix of Ref.[35]. This
expression captures some of the general features of the observed intrinsic rotation
velocity scaling shown in Fig.1: the plasma pressure or stored energy is widely
found to increase with the pedestal pressure gradient (second term in Eq.1), and
the plasma current is directly related to the poloidal magnetic field. Unfortunately,
the radial electric field (first term in Eq.1) is rarely measured directly (in practice
it is inferred from the routinely available rotation velocity [36]) and remains largely
an unknown, yet dominant, parameter in Eq.(1). Furthermore, the standard neo-
classical theory may not be valid at the edge of some H-mode discharges because the
normal ordering, that the ion gyro-radius is small compared to the ion temperature
gradient scale length, is violated. The sub-neo-classical theory [37,38] properly
treats this situation, and has the added benefit of providing Er from an ambipolarity
constraint. The predicted toroidal rotation velocity is in reasonable quantitative
agreement with observations on C-Mod [39] under certain operating conditions [33].
However, a fundamental problem with neo-classical and sub-neo-classical theory is
that the momentum diffusivity [40] (viscosity) is orders of magnitude smaller than
that observed in experiments [32 and references therein].
Since the early observations of intrinsic rotation were in ICRF heated dis-
charges, it was natural to consider models based on energetic ion orbit shift mech-
anisms [41-44]. However, the similarity of the intrinsic rotation observed in ICRF,
ECH and purely Ohmic plasmas suggests that it is not due to ICRF wave or fast
ion orbit effects. The prediction of reversal of the rotation direction with high mag-
netic field side off-axis ICRF absorption [42,44] has not been observed in the C-Mod
experiments [33]. Energetic ion orbit effects have also been ruled out as a source of
rotation in JET [17] and Tore Supra [22].
An alternative approach to explain the spontaneous generation of rotation is
based on turbulence [45]. Fluctuation induced toroidal stress [46] can give rise
to toroidal rotation where the direction of the rotation depends upon the mode
frequency spectrum, and may explain the reversal of the observed rotation in going
from L- to H-mode. The calculated magnitude of the rotation is a function of the
level of the turbulence, and a quantitative comparison with experimental results
is not yet possible. A comparison of predicted velocity profile shapes in C-Mod
plasmas has produced mixed results [33]. A similar model [47] of electrostatic
modes driven by the ion pressure gradient is in qualitative agreement with many of
the features observed in the C-Mod experiment: direction of rotation in L- and H-
mode, scaling with WP /IP in H-mode and the drop in the rotation observed in ITB
plasmas. However, there are no quantitative predictions about the magnitude of
the rotation or the size of the momentum diffusivity for further comparison with the
experimental results. Furthermore, these turbulence based theories do not provide
a scaling of the turbulence levels with plasma parameters which would allow a direct
comparison with the results of Figs.2-4.
It has recently been suggested [48] that the blob transport at the edge of C-
Mod plasmas could possibly drive the rotation if the blobs exit the plasma at some
toroidal angle. Whether the total momentum of blobs leaving the plasma edge is
enough to spin the plasma in the opposite direction remains an open question for
future work.
V. Discussion and Conclusions
Given the very limited success of the above mentioned theoretical approaches
in explaining the mechanism(s) driving intrinsic rotation, the empirical scaling has
been examined in order to provide hints of the fundamental cause. The scaling
MA = βN/40pi is suggestive of an underlying MHD mechanism, although perhaps
not a direct effect. The character of the transport in the plasma edge in C-Mod
is ballooning in nature [14], driving edge flows along field lines from the low to
high field regions, and the rotation in the plasma center is well known to respond
to changes at the edge (coupled by the momentum diffusivity [32,13]). This is
certainly consistent with an MHD process governing intrinsic rotation, although
drift Alfven resistive ballooning theory doesn’t use MHD ordering. The ballooning
parameter [49], q2RβT /LP (where LP is the pressure gradient scale length), captures
some of the features of the observed scaling, notably a common factor of qRβT . A
direct comparison with the ballooning parameter (such as in Figs.2-8) is not yet
possible since the edge pressure gradient scale length is not routinely measured on
the six devices compared above. The role of the q profile in intrinsic rotation is still
under investigation. Since the intrinsic rotation is independent of ρ* and ν*, the
implication is that certain types of turbulence are not involved in its generation or
regulation.
Regardless of the underlying cause, the intrinsic rotation scaling developed
above extrapolates to a substantial velocity for ITER, and coupled with the variety
of velocity profile shapes (peaked on C-Mod, flat on C-Mod and JT-60U, hollow
on DIII-D) observed using different techniques, the prospects for rotation control
on ITER look encouraging. Hopefully guided by this apparent universal scaling, a
better theoretical understanding of spontaneous rotation will emerge.
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Intrinsic Rotation
Device V (km/s) Ω (kR/s) WP (MJ) R (m) a (m) BT (T) IP (MA) βN ρ* notes
C-Mod 0-130 0-200 0-0.23 0.67 0.21 5.4 0.6-1.2 0.5-1.2 .005-.008 ICRF, OH
DIII-D 0-30 0-20 0-0.6 1.66 0.67 1.8 1.0-1.5 0.2-1.4 .002-.004 ECH, OH r/a=0.8
JET 0-60 0-20 0-4 2.96 1.25 2.8 3.0 0.5-0.7 .002-.003 ICRF
JT-60U 0-120 0-35 0-0.5 3.4 1.0 3.8 1.2 0.05-0.22 .001-.002 ECH/LH (ITB)
TCV 35 40 0.04 0.88 0.25 1.4 0.3 0.8-2.0 .009-.014 ECH, OH
Tore Supra 0-80 0-35 0-0.8 2.34 0.78 3.6 0.8-1.5 0.5-1.2 .002-.004 ICRF
ITER ? ? 250 6.2 2.0 5.3 15 2.6 .0015 ICRF/ECH
Figure Captions
Fig. 1 The intrinsic rotation velocity (the difference between the L-mode velocity
and the enhanced confinement value) as a function of the change in the stored
energy normalized to the plasma current for Alcator C-Mod (black), Tore Supra
(red) and DIII-D (green).
Fig. 2 The ion thermal Mach number as a function of βN for C-Mod (black
diamonds), DIII-D (green asterisks), JET (red + signs), JT-60U (blue squares),
TCV (small blue + signs) and Tore Supra (red triangles).
Fig. 3 The Alfven Mach number as a function of βN , with the same legend as Fig.
2.
Fig. 4 The Alfven Mach number as a function of βN
′, with the same legend as
Fig. 2.
Fig. 5 The ion thermal Mach number as a function of ρ*, with the same legend as
Fig. 2.
Fig. 6 The Alfven Mach number as a function of ρ*, with the same legend as Fig.
2.
Fig. 7 The ion thermal Mach number as a function of ν*, with the same legend as
Fig. 2.
Fig. 8 The Alfven Mach number as a function of ν*, with the same legend as Fig.
2.
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